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Abstract

Current parallelizing compilers treat WHILE loops and DO loops with conditional exits as
sequential constructs because their iteration space is unknown. Motivated by the fact that these
types of loops arise frequently in practice, we have developed techniques that can be used to
automatically transform them for parallel execution. We succeed in parallelizing loops involving
linked lists traversals | something that has not been done before. This is an important problem
since linked list traversals arise frequently in loops with irregular access patterns, such as sparse
matrix computations. The methods can even be applied to loops whose data dependence relations
cannot be analyzed at compile-time. We outline a cost/performance analysis that can be used
to decide when the methods should be applied. Since, as we show, the expected speedups are
signi�cant, our conclusion is that they should almost always be applied | providing there is
su�cient parallelism available in the original loop. We present experimental results on loops from
the PERFECT Benchmarks and sparse matrix packages which substantiate our conclusion that
these techniques can yield signi�cant speedups.
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1 Introduction

Most current parallelizing compilers treat WHILE loops and DO loops with conditional exits as se-
quential constructs. Since these types of loops arise frequently in practice, techniques for extracting
their available parallelism are highly desirable.

In the most general form, we de�ne a WHILE loop as a loop that includes one or more re-
currences that can be detected at compile time, a remainder, whose dependence structure can be
either analyzed statically (as being parallel or sequential) or is unknown at compile time, and one
or more termination conditions. Sometimes the termination conditions form part of one of the
recurrences, but they can also occur in the remainder, e.g., conditional exits from DO loops. As-
suming, for simplicity, that there are no cross-iteration data dependences in the remainder, there
are two potential problems in the parallelization of WHILE constructs:

� Evaluating the recurrences. If the recurrences cannot be evaluated in parallel, then the itera-
tions of the loop must be started sequentially, leading in the best case to a pipelined execution
(also known as a DOACROSS).

� Evaluating the termination conditions. If the termination conditions (loop exits) cannot be
evaluated independently by all iterations, the parallelized WHILE loop could continue to
execute beyond the point where the original sequential loop would stop, i.e., it can overshoot.

Although the concurrent evaluation of recurrences is in general not possible, some special cases
lend themselves to either full or partial parallelization. There are parallel algorithms to solve simple
inductions (the case of DO loops) [29] and associative recurrences [5, 14, 11, 12] but the evaluation
of general recurrences has always been of a sequential nature. The concurrent evaluation of the
WHILE loop termination condition has been dealt with only in the case when it is loop invariant
with respect to the remainder (a property we de�ne later as remainder invariant). In other words,
the exit conditions that have been dealt with so far are those dependent on the terms of the
recurrence, and since these recurrences are executed sequentially, the exit conditions do not pose a
problem for parallelization.

The task of parallelizing a WHILE loop becomes even more di�cult if the data dependence
structure in the remainder cannot be determined statically. For example, there may exist additional
recurrences in the the remainder that cannot be detected by the compiler. For input data dependent
irregular access patterns this problem is intractable with traditional compile{time methods and has
not been addressed so far.

In this paper we present a general framework for the automatic transformation of any WHILE
loop for parallel execution, provided that its remainder is indeed parallel. The basic strategy of our
methods is to evaluate in parallel the recurrences that can be statically identi�ed and speculatively
execute remainder concurrently, and then later, to \undo" the e�ects of any iterations that overshot
the termination condition, i.e., iterations that would not have been performed by the original
sequential version of the loop. We describe techniques for parallelizing loops involving linked list
traversals. This is an important problem since linked list traversals arise frequently in loops with
irregular access patterns, such as sparse matrix computations. In many cases, our parallelization
of loops involving linked lists can be done without overhead or side e�ects.

Our framework for WHILE loop parallelization can be viewed as a step toward providing WHILE
loop counterparts for the existing constructs for parallel execution of DO loops, e.g., DOALL,
DOACROSS, DOANY. These new parallel constructs could be called WHILE{DOALL, WHILE{
DOACROSS, and WHILE{DOANY and could prove useful in the parallel programming (manual
parallelization) of applications.
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The methods described here extend previous works [26, 29] in that they:

1. can handle remainder variant termination conditions,

2. can test at run-time for cross-iteration data dependences in the remainder,

3. do not require work and storage for saving the values computed in the recurrence,

4. support both static and dynamic scheduling, and

5. present a comprehensive analysis and solution package for parallelizing WHILE loops for
multiprocessors.

The techniques are capable of extracting a substantial fraction of available parallelism in a
loop. In particular, we show that in the worst case our techniques will extract at least 20-25%
of the parallelism inherent in the loop, which can amount to signi�cant speedups on massively
parallel processors. Therefore, we conclude that as long as there is su�cient available parallelism
in the loop, our techniques will prove to be bene�cial. We have obtained experimental results on
loops from the PERFECT Benchmarks and sparse matrix packages on the Alliant FX/80 which
substantiate this conclusion.

We begin in Section 2 by introducing a taxonomy of WHILE loops based on the di�culties
they present for parallelization. Then, in Sections 3 and 4, for each case in the taxonomy we give
the necessary transformations and methods for automatically parallelizing the WHILE loop, under
the assumptions that there are no cross{iteration data dependences in remainder, and that there
is only one recurrence controlling the loop. In Section 5, these methods are augmented to include
loops whose access patterns cannot be analyzed at compile-time, and in Section 6 we describe
how loops with an arbitrary number of recurrences can be handled. In Section 7, we discuss a
cost/performance analysis that can be used to determine when our methods should be applied, and
in Section 8 we give some strategies for reducing the overhead of our methods. We present some
experimental results in Section 9. In Section 10 we discuss related work.

2 Transforming WHILE Loops for Parallel Execution

WHILE loops have often been treated by parallelizing compilers as an intrinsically sequential con-
structs because their iteration space is unknown [26]. A related case which is generally also handled
sequentially by compilers is the DO loop with a conditional exit. In this paper we propose tech-
niques that can be used to execute such loops in parallel. In order to clarify our presentation
we �rst consider loops which (a) contain a single statically detectable recurrence, and (b) have no
cross{iteration data dependences except those in this recurrence. Later, we relax these constraints
and show how to deal with loops with multiple recurrences, and unknown cross{iteration data
dependences.

In this case, a WHILE loop can be considered as a parallel loop controlled by a recurrence. In
general WHILE loops can exhibit several dependent or independent (of one another) recurrences.
We call the dominating recurrence, which precedes the rest of the computation in the dependence
graph, the dispatching recurrence, or simply the dispatcher (see Figure 1(a)). In the most general
case, the terms of the dispatcher must be evaluated sequentially. An example of this case is a
pointer used to traverse a linked list; since the values of the dispatcher (the pointer) must be
evaluated in sequential order, iteration i of the loop cannot be initiated until the dispatcher for
iteration i�1 has been evaluated (see Figure 1(b)). However, sometimes the evaluation of the terms
of the dispatching recurrence can be parallelized. In particular, if the dispatcher is an associative
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WORK(r)

r = a*r + b

Figure 1:

recurrence, then the computation of its terms can be parallelized using techniques such as parallel
pre�x computations (see Figure 1(c)). Finally, in the best case, the dispatcher has the simpler form
of an induction, and each point in the dispatcher's domain can be independently and concurrently
evaluated using the closed form solution of the induction. In this case, all iterations of the WHILE
loop can be executed simultaneously since aside from the dispatching recurrence we assumed no
other dependences. An example of a dispatcher with a closed form solution is a DO loop (see
Figure 1(d-e)).

Another di�culty with parallelizing a WHILE loop is that the termination condition (termi-
nator) of the loop may be overshot, i.e., iterations could be executed that would not be executed
by the sequential version of the loop. In the context of our analysis we de�ne the terminator as
remainder invariant or RI if it is only dependent on the dispatcher and values that are computed
outside the loop; if it is dependent on some value computed in the loop then it is considered to
be remainder variant or RV. If the terminator is RV, then iterations larger than the last valid
iteration could be performed in a parallel execution of the loop, i.e., iteration i cannot decide if
the terminator is satis�ed in the remainder body of some iteration i0 < i. Overshooting may also
occur if the dispatcher is an induction, or an associative recurrence, and the terminator is RI. An
exception in which overshooting would not occur is if the dispatcher is a monotonic function, and
the terminator is a threshold on this function, e.g., d(i) = i2, and tc(i) = (d(i) < V ), where V is
a constant, and d(j) and tc(j) denote the dispatcher and the terminator, respectively, for the jth
iteration. However, overshooting can be avoided is when the dispatcher is a general recurrence,
and the terminator is RI. For example, the dispatcher tmp is a pointer used to traverse a linked
list, and the terminator is (tmp = null) (see Figure 1(b)). In the most general case, the exit from
a WHILE loop may be caused by one of many termination conditions; this situation which will
require a combination of several solutions.

From the discussion above we conclude that the techniques needed to parallelize a WHILE loop
depend on the type of its dispatcher and terminator. We can therefore summarize our discussion
through the taxonomy of WHILE loops given in Table 1.

In the next section we discuss methods for parallelizing WHILE loops under the two previously
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Dispatcher
Loop Monotonic Not Monotonic Associative General
Terminator Induction Induction Recurrence Recurrence

Overshoot Parallel Overshoot Parallel Overshoot Parallel Overshoot Parallel

RI NO YES YES YES NO YES-PP NO NO
RV YES YES YES YES YES YES-PP YES NO

Table 1: A taxonomy of WHILE loops and their dispatcher's potential for parallel execution. The
notation PP implies parallelizable with a parallel pre�x computation.

mentioned assumptions:

1. There is one and only one recurrence (dispatcher), which can be detected statically

2. The only data dependences in the loop are carried by the controlling recurrence (the dis-
patcher)

Later, in Sections 5 and 6, we show how our methods can be generalized when these two restrictive
conditions are relaxed.

3 Parallelizing the Dispatcher

Clearly, the most important factor a�ecting the amount of available parallelism in a WHILE loop
(assuming no cross-iteration dependences) is the amount of parallelism available in its dispatching
recurrence. To aid our analysis of the dispatching recurrence, it is convenient to extract, at least
conceptually, this recurrence from the original WHILE loop by distributing [27] the original loop
into two DO loops with conditional exits:

1. A loop that evaluates the terms of the dispatcher (recurrence) and any termination condition
that is strongly connected to the dispatcher.

2. A loop consisting of the remainder loop which uses the values of the recurrence (computed
by the �rst loop), and its associated termination condition.

Note that the original set of termination conditions is distributed appropriately to the two loops.
Thus, the �rst loop may or may not have a termination condition, and the second loop is either a
simple DO loop, or a DO loop with a conditional exit.

In order to perform the data dependence analysis necessary for loop distribution all array
references in the WHILE loop have to be associated with a loop counter. We remark that a proper
distribution is not possible ([10]) if the dependence structure of body of the loop consists of a single
strongly connected component. In either case, for the purposes of parallelizing the dispatcher, the
techniques proposed in the sequel remain the same.

Once the dispatcher has been extracted we can attempt to parallelize it. As discussed in the
previous section, the extent to which this is possible depends upon the form of the recurrence itself.
In its most general form a recurrence can be evaluated only through a sequential method. However,
if the recurrence is associative, then parallel algorithms like parallel pre�x computations can speed
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*WHILE Loop: induction*
integer i = 1
while (f(i))

work(i)
i = i + 1

endwhile

*Induction-1*
integer L[0:nproc-1] = u
doall i = 1,u

if (L(vpn).gt.i) then
if (f(i)) then L[vpn] = i

else work(i)
endif

enddo

LI = min(L[1:nproc])

*Induction-2*
integer L[0:nproc-1] = u
doall i = 1,u

if (f(i)) then
L[vpn] = i
QUIT

endif

work(i)
enddo

LI = min(L[1:nproc])

Figure 2: Parallelizing WHILE Loops when the dispatcher is an induction. In the DOALLs, nproc
is the number of processors, u is an upper bound on the number of iterations of the WHILE loop,
and vpn is the virtual processor number of the processor executing the iteration.

the task of computing its terms by a signi�cant factor, and if the recurrence is an induction, then
its evaluation can be done in fully concurrent mode by evaluating its closed form.

In the remainder of this section we present techniques that can be used to extract the maximum
available parallelism from WHILE loops with one dispatching recurrence. For the cases in which
the dispatcher is not an induction, our methods assume that the dispatching recurrence is fully
determined before loop entry (e.g., if the dispatcher is traversing a linked list, no list elements may
be inserted or deleted during loop execution). Although not all of our methods are fully parallel,
they can yield very good speedups { especially if a signi�cant amount of work is performed in the
loop body.

We describe the methods without addressing the overshooting problem, and then discuss in
Section 4 how they can be augmented to \undo" any iterations that overshot the termination
condition. We also assume that there are no cross-iteration dependences in the loop other than
those associated with the dispatcher. This restriction is removed in Section 5 where we describe how
WHILE loops can be speculatively executed in parallel by combining our methods with run-time
techniques for detecting the presence of cross-iteration dependences in the loop.

Finally we should consider the case when the loop evaluating the recurrence does not contain a
termination condition and therefore does not in itself impose an upper limit on the number of terms
to be computed. In this case an upper bound can be inferred from the body of the WHILE loop. If
that is not possible then the two distributed loops can be executed in a strip{mined fashion until
the termination condition is reached, e�ectively limiting the number of precomputed recurrence
terms to the length of the strip.

3.1 The Dispatcher is an Induction

In this section we consider a WHILE loop in which the dispatcher d(i) is an induction of the generic
form:

d(i) = c � i+ b

where c and b are constants. To simplify our discussion, we assume that the dispatcher of the ith
iteration is i, i.e, d(i) = i. The fact that all processors can evaluate the dispatcher simultaneously
from a closed form solution of the induction relation makes loop distribution and precomputation
of the recurrence terms unnecessary.

In this method, referred to as Induction-1, the loop is run as a DOALL and a test of the
termination condition of the WHILE loop is inserted into the loop body (see Figure 2). During
the parallel execution, each processor keeps track of the lowest iteration it executed that met the
termination condition. Then, after the DOALL has terminated, the last iteration that would have
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distribution

integer

while

endwhile

r   = 1

WORK(r)

r = a*r + b

(f(r) < V) 

integer

while

endwhile
i = i+1

WORK(r[i])

(i < N) 

loop
while

loop 1

integer
integer r[1]   = 1

N = i

(f(r[i-1]) < V) 

r[i] = a*r[i-1] + b

endwhile

i   = 2

i   = 1

i = i+1

enddoall

doall   i = 1,N

parallel-prefix(r,a,b,1,f(),N)

WORK(r[i])

(b) (c)(a)

loop 2

Figure 3: The loop in (a) with the associative dispatcher is distributed into the two loops in (b),
which are then transformed into the parallel pre�x computation and the DOALL shown in (c).

been executed by the sequential version of the WHILE loop is found by taking the minimum of the
processor-wise minima. This iteration must be found so that any iterations that need to be undone
can be identi�ed.

On computers, such as the Alliant [1], in which iterations are issued in order, the test L[vpn] > i

is unnecessary. In order to terminate the parallel loop cleanly before all iterations have been
executed, a QUIT operation similar to the one on Alliant computers [1] could be used. Once a
QUIT command is issued by an iteration, all iterations with loop counters less than that of the
issuing iteration will be initiated and completed, but no iterations with larger loop counters will be
begun. If multiple QUIT operations are issued, then the iteration with the smallest loop counter
executing a QUIT will control the exit of the loop. An optimized version of the method is shown
as Induction-2 in Figure 2.

3.2 The Dispatcher is an Associative Recurrence

We now consider a WHILE loop in which the dispatcher is an associative recurrence. Examples of
such dispatchers can have the form:

x(i) = a � x(i� k) + b or x(i) = a � x(i� k)b

where i = 1; n and a; b and k are constants. The terms of this relation can be evaluated for i = 1; n
using a parallel pre�x computation. This technique has been well documented in the literature
([15]) and gives a logarithmic speedup, i.e., it can be done in O(n=p + log p) time, where p is the
number of processors and n is the number of terms to be computed. Thus, after loop distribution,
the �rst loop can be transformed into a parallel pre�x computation, and the second loop can be
executed as a DOALL using the terms of the dispatcher which were computed by the �rst loop.
An example is shown in Figure 3.

In the example, no overshooting occurs because the terminator is RI. However, if it had been
remainder variant (RV), then overshooting might have occurred. In this case we would also need
to �nd the last valid iteration so that we could decide which iterations to undo. Unfortunately,
this cannot be done in loop 1 (of the distributed loop) without bringing additional computation
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from the loop body into loop 1. In this situation, it is probably best to strip-mine the loop, and to
�nd the last valid iteration inside loop 2 (in the same manner as in Figure 2 for Induction-1). The
drawback of this approach is that loop 1 could potentially calculate a large number of superuous
values of the dispatcher.

3.3 The Dispatcher is a General Recurrence

This section presents several methods for parallelizing loops with inherently sequential dispatchers.
These techniques do not attempt to parallelize the dispatcher itself since, as we have mentioned
before, it can be represented by a continuous chain of ow dependences. Instead we are trying to
speedup the WHILE loop as a whole by taking advantage of the parallelism of the remainder of the
WHILE loop body, i.e., we attempt to maximize the overlap between iterations. Thus, if there is
not su�cient parallelism available in the loop remainder, then the original WHILE loop should be
executed sequentially. For simplicity, we describe the methods as applied to a WHILE loop that
traverses a linked list.

We �rst notice that when loop distribution is applied the evaluation of the dispatcher is com-
pletely sequential, i.e., we cannot perform a parallel pre�x computation. In this case, since the
parallel execution of the remainder cannot be started before all the terms of the dispatcher have
been computed sequentially, it is not clear that the restructuring of the While loop into a sequential
dispatcher loop and a parallel remainder will be bene�cial. This is especially true if the termina-
tor is RV since the loop distribution scheme would either involve moving portions of the parallel
remainder containing the termination condition to the sequential recurrence loop, or entail the se-
quential computation of unneeded terms of the dispatcher (those beyond the last iteration) which
are stored in additional memory. It is possible that strip-mining the loop could improve these
costs for RV{type terminators. However, this option would drastically increase the overhead of
parallelization since the strips would then be executed as a DOALLs, separated by synchronization
barriers. In fact, it is even possible that a slowdown could occur due to this increased overhead.

We now describe several methods that enable iterations of the loop body to be executed con-
currently but do not use loop distribution. One simple method, referred to as General-1, is to
serialize the accesses to the next() operation. This technique is equivalent to hardware pipelinen-
ing which has been well studied in the literature [9]. The cost of synchronization and the limited
amount of parallelism make this scheme unattractive. A method, General-2, which avoids explicit
serialization, is to compute the whole recurrence in each processor in private storage and assign
to processor i the privatized values k of the recurrence such that k = i mod nproc, where nproc is
the total number of processors. A third method, General-3, dynamically assigns iterations to the
processors like General-1, and also avoids explicit serialization like General-2. In this method, each
processor records the last iteration that it processed (prev) and the value of the recurrence at that
point (pt). Then, when it is assigned a new iteration i, it calculates the values of the recurrence
between prev and i. Examples of all three methods for the WHILE loop of Figure 1(b) are shown
in Figure 4.

We �rst contrast the loop distribution approach with the general strategy of embedding the
sequential evaluation of the dispatcher inside the parallel execution of the loop as is done in the
other methods described above. Notice that the performance of both strategies is likely to be similar
for loops in which the terminator is RI, i.e., when overshooting is not possible. However, when
the terminator is RV, the loop distribution approach would prove to be inferior due to the reasons
mentioned above, i.e., the extra sequential computation performed in loop 1, or when strip-mining
the costs of the associated DOALLs and synchronizations, none of which are concerns for the other
methods.
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*General-1*

ptr tmp = head(list)
doall i = 1,u

ptr pt
lock(list)
pt = tmp
tmp = next(tmp)
unlock(list)
if (pt .eq. null) QUIT
work(pt)

enddoall

*General-2*

doall i = 1, nproc
integer j
ptr pt
pt = head(list)
do j = 1,vpn
pt = next(pt)
if (pt .eq. null) goto 2

enddo

1 work(pt)
do j = 1,nproc
pt = next(pt)
if (pt .eq. null) goto 2

enddo

goto 1
2 continue
enddoall

*General-3*

doall i = 1, u
integer j, prev
ptr pt
prev = 1
pt = head(list)

loop

do j = 1, i - prev
pt = next(pt)
if (pt .eq. null) QUIT

enddo

work(pt)
prev = i

enddoall
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Figure 4: In the DOALLS, u is an upper bound on the number of iterations of the WHILE loop,
nproc is the number of processors, and vpn is the virtual processor number of the processor executing
the iteration. In General-3, the operations before the loop label are executed just once by each
processor, and the operations after the loop label are executed for every iteration.

We now consider the relative advantages/disadvantages of the methods that do not use loop
distribution. In addition to the fact that General-1 explicitly serializes accesses to next(), and no
such serialization is used in General-2 or General-3, there are some other di�erences between the
methods. First, in General-1 the recurrence is computed (the list is traversed) just once by all
processors cooperatively, but in General-2 and General-3 each processor computes the entire recur-
rence. Second, in General-1 and General-3 the values of the recurrence are dynamically allocated
to the processors, but in General-2, processor i, 0 � i < nproc, is statically assigned values congru-
ent to i mod nproc. Another point, related to this last di�erence, is that the iteration execution
pattern of the methods that dynamically assign iterations to processors (General-1 and General-3)
may be quite di�erent from that of General-2 that statically assigns iterations to processors. In
particular, the span of iterations (i.e., di�erence between the lowest and smallest iteration numbers)
that are executing at any given time might be larger for the static assignment method than for the
dynamic assignment method. If the termination condition of the loop is RV, then it is likely that
more iterations would need to be undone in the static assignment method than in the dynamic
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assignment methods.
In the example WHILE loop from Figure 1(b), no overshooting occurs because the termination

condition is RI. However, if the termination condition had been RV, then overshooting might have
occurred and in order to determine which iterations needed to be undone, we would have also
needed to �nd the last valid iteration. This could be done in the same manner as shown in Figure 2
for Induction-1. With the loop distribution method the performance would be taxed additionally
with the serial computation of the overshot values of the dispatcher.

4 Undoing Iterations that Overshoot the Termination Condition

Perhaps the easiest method for \undoing" iterations that overshot the termination condition is
to checkpoint prior to executing the DOALL, and to maintain a record of when (i.e., iteration
number) a memory location is written during the loop. Note that since all iterations of the WHILE
loop have been assumed are independent, each memory location will be written during at most
one iteration of the loop. Then, after the DOALL has terminated and the last valid iteration is
known, the work of iterations that have overshot can be undone by restoring the values that were
overwritten during these iterations. This solution may require as much as three times the actual
memory needed by the original WHILE loop: one copy for checkpointing, one for the actual loop
data, and one for the time-stamps. It is possible that this increase in memory requirements might
degrade the performance of the parallel execution of the WHILE loop. However, in some situations
the memory usage is quite reasonable and, as we will show in Section 9, this scheme performs very
well.

It might be possible to reduce the cost of checkpointing by identifying and checkpointing a point
of minimum state in the program prior to the parallel execution of the WHILE loop. Checkpointing
could be avoided by privatizing all variables in the loop, copying in any needed values, and copying
out only those values that are live after the loop and have time-stamps less than or equal to the
last valid iteration. Privatized variables need not be backed up because the original version of the
variable can serve as the backup since it is not altered during the parallel execution. If the access
pattern of any array in the loop is known to be sparse, then the memory requirements could be
reduced by using hash tables for the private version of the array. Less memory would be needed in
this case since only the elements of the array accessed in the loop would be inserted into the hash
table.

A simple way to reduce the memory requirements is to strip mine the loop, i.e., execute the
�rst s iterations, then the next s iterations, etc., for some suitable value of s. Then, the memory
needed to maintain the time-stamps would be bounded by the product of s and the number of write
accesses performed in an iteration. However, this method would introduce global synchronization
points in the DOALL and potentially reduce signi�cantly the amount of obtainable parallelism. A
better method of controlling memory usage at the application level is discussed in section 8.2.

Finally, we mention that time-stamping can be avoided completely if one is willing to execute
the parallel version of the WHILE loop twice. First, the loop is run in parallel to determine the
number of iterations (using one of the methods of Sections 3.1-3.3). Then, since the number of
iterations is known, the second time the loop can simply be run as a DOALL.

5 WHILE Loops with Unknown Cross-Iteration Dependences

We now consider WHILE loops for which the compiler cannot statically determine the access pat-
tern of a shared array A that is referenced in the loop. The dependences between the statements
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do i = 1, n

if (f(i) .eq. true)

then exit

A[i] = 2*A[i]

enddo

(a)

do i = 1, n/2

if (f(i) .eq. true)

then exit

s4: tmp = A[2*i]

A[2*i] = A[2*i-1]

s6: A[2*i-1] = tmp

enddo

(b)

do i = 2, n

if (f(i) .eq. true)

then exit

s4: A[i] = A[i] + A[i-1]

enddo

(c)

Figure 5:

referencing the shared array may be di�cult and/or impossible for the compiler to analyze for
a number of reasons: very complex subscript expressions which could only be computed stat-
ically through deeply nested forward substitutions and constant propagations across procedure
boundaries, nonlinear subscript expressions (a fairly rare case) and, most frequently, subscripted
subscripts.

The iterations of such a loop can be executed in parallel, without synchronization, if and only
if the desired outcome of the loop does not depend in any way upon the execution ordering of
the data accesses from di�erent iterations. In order to determine whether or not the execution
order of the data accesses a�ects the semantics of the loop, the data dependence relations between
the statements in the loop body must be analyzed [19, 13, 2, 27, 30]. There are three possible
types of dependences between two statements that access the same memory location: ow (read
after write), anti (write after read), and output (write after write). Flow dependences express a
fundamental relationship about the data ow in the program. Anti and output dependences, also
known as memory-related dependences, are caused by the reuse of memory, e.g., program variables.

If there are no anti, output, or ow dependences between accesses in di�erent iterations of
a loop, then all the iterations of the loop are independent and the loop, as is, can be executed
in parallel. For example, there are no dependences in the loop in Figure 5(a). If there are ow
dependences, then the iterations are not independent because values that are computed (produced)
in some iteration of the loop are used (consumed) during some later iteration. For example, the
loop in Figure 5(c) has a ow dependence between statement s4 of iteration i�1 and statement s4
of iteration i. In order to remove certain types of memory-related dependences a transformation
called privatization can be applied to the loop. Privatization creates, for each processor cooperating
on the execution of the loop, private copies of the program variables that give rise to anti or output
dependences (see, e.g., [4, 16, 18, 23, 24]). For example, the anti dependences between statement
s6 in iteration i � 1 and statement s4 in iteration i + 1 in the loop shown in Figure 5(b) can be
removed by privatizing the temporary variable tmp. We use the following criterion to determine
whether a variable may be privatized.

Privatization Criterion. Let A be a shared array that is referenced in a loop L. A can be
privatized if and only if every read access to an element of A is preceded by a write access to
that same element of A within the same iteration of L.

Note that, according to the above criterion, a variable cannot be privatized if it is initialized by
reading a value that is computed outside the loop. Such variables could be privatized if a copy-in
mechanism for the external value is provided. The last value copy-out problem is the conceptual
analog of the copy-in problem. If a privatized variable is live after the termination of the loop, then
the privatization technique must ensure that the correct value is copied out to the original (non
privatized) version of that variable. It should be noted that the need for values to be copied into
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or out of private variables occurs infrequently in practice.
Now, consider a WHILE loop for which the cross-iteration dependences cannot be analyzed

at compile-time. Instead of executing the WHILE loop sequentially, the compiler could decide to
speculatively execute the loop in parallel as a DOALL (using one of the techniques described in
the previous section) and to test at run-time whether there were any cross-iteration dependences
in the loop. If the test �nds that there were cross-iteration dependences in the loop, then it will
be re-executed sequentially. In addition, if it is suspected that some memory-related dependences
could be removed by privatization, then the compiler may further elect to privatize those arrays
that need it in the speculatively parallelized WHILE loop. In order to speculatively parallelize a
WHILE loop as outlined above we need an error (hazard) detection method to test the validity of
the speculative parallel execution.

5.1 Detecting Errors in the Parallel Execution

There are essentially two types of errors (hazards) that could occur during the speculative parallel
execution of the WHILE loop: (i) exceptions and (ii) the presence of cross-iteration dependences in
the loop. A simple way to deal with exceptions is to treat them like an invalid parallel execution, i.e.,
if an exception occurs, abandon the parallel execution, restore the values of any altered program
variables, and execute the loop sequentially. Recently, we have proposed a run-time technique,
called the PRIVATIZING DOALL test (PD test), for detecting the presence of cross-iteration
dependences in a loop [20]. This test was originally developed to test at run-time whether a DO
loop was fully parallel, i.e., whether it could be executed as a DOALL. However, the PD test
can also be adapted to detect cross-iteration dependences in a WHILE loop since such a loop is
essentially a generalization of a DO loop, i.e., it is just a DO loop with an unknown iteration space.

Before discussing how the PD test is used for WHILE loops, we �rst need to briey describe the
types of operations it performs, and the data structures it uses (see [20] for a complete description
of the test). The PD test is applied to each shared variable referenced during the loop whose
accesses cannot be analyzed at compile-time. For convenience, we discuss the test as applied to a
shared array A. Briey, the test traverses shadow array(s) during the speculative parallel execution
using the access pattern of A, and after loop termination performs some �nal analysis to determine
whether there were cross-iteration dependences between the statements referencing A. Separate
shadow arrays Ar and Aw are used to keep track A's read and write accesses, respectively, and, if
necessary, another shadow array Ap is used for testing whether A was validly privatized. For each
access (read or write) to A, some simple computation is performed on the appropriate shadow array.
For example, the �rst time an element of A is written in an iteration, the corresponding element in
Aw is marked. The analysis performed after loop termination, which determines whether there were
any cross-iteration dependences between statements referencing A, involves computations such as
counting the total number of marked elements in Aw, determining whether any element is marked in
both Aw and Ar. It is important to note that the post-execution analysis is fully parallel, regardless
of the nature of the original loop. The time required by the PD test is O(a=p+ log p), where p is
the number of processors, and a is the total number of accesses made to A during the loop.

We now discuss how to use the PD test on WHILE loops. The general strategy is to combine
the PD test (applied on the remainder loop) with the techniques described in Sections 3.1-3.3 for
transforming WHILE loops into DOALL loops.

If it is known that the parallel execution of the WHILE loop will not overshoot, then the shadow
variable accesses of the PD test can be inserted directly into the DOALL loop that is created for
the WHILE loop. When overshooting may occur, a simple solution is to initialy assume that there
are no cross-iteration dependences, and execute the loop twice. First, the loop is run in parallel
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to determine the number of iterations (using one of the methods of Sections 3.1-3.3), and once the
number of iterations is known the resulting DO loop can be speculatively parallelized using the PD
test as mentioned above.

In order to avoid executing the parallel version of the WHILE loop twice, the PD test can be
incorporated directly into the WHILE loop methods. Suppose that some shared array A in the
WHILE loop will be privatized and tested using the PD Test, and assume that it is known that A
is not live after the loop. In this case, all writes to the shadow arrays used for the PD Test will
be time-stamped (just like all other variables), and for each shadow element we will maintain the
minimum iteration that marked it. Everything proceeds as before, except that in the post-execution
analysis of the PD test, those marks in the shadow arrays with minimum time-stamps greater than
the last valid iteration will be ignored.

If a privatized shared array under test is live after the loop, then the backup method for the
privatized array must be more sophisticated. The reason for this is that it is possible for a private
variable to be written in more than one iteration of a valid parallel loop. In order to handle
this problem, we can keep a time-stamped (by iteration number) trail of all write accesses to the
privatized array. If the test passes, the live values need to be copied out: the appropriate value
would be the value with the latest time-stamp that was not larger than the last valid iteration
number, and could be found in the time-stamped trail of write accesses. Methods for reducing the
memory requirements are given in Section 8.

If the termination condition of the WHILE loop is dependent (data or control) upon a variable
with unknown dependences, then special care must be taken. If it turns out that there are no
cross-iteration dependences in the loop, then the techniques mentioned above would work as before.
However, if there is a dependence between statements in di�erent iterations accessing some variable,
and the termination condition is dependent upon that variable, then some di�culties may arise if
the loop is executed in parallel. For example, the last valid iteration of the loop might be incorrectly
determined, or, even worse, the termination condition might never be met (an in�nite loop). In
this situation, the best solution is probably to strip-mine the loop, and to run the PD test on each
strip.

6 Transforming Arbitrary WHILE Loops for Parallelization

In the previous sections we made the simplifying assumption that the WHILE loop had only one
recurrence (dispatcher) and proposed methods for parallelizing it. In this section we extend our
methods to the case when the loop under consideration contains an arbitrary number of statically
detectable recurrences.

After constructing the data dependence graph of the loop, we distribute the initial loop into a
loop formed by the hierarchically top level recurrences and a second loop containing the remainder
of the statements. The recurrence(s) extracted are then parallelized (if possible) with the methods
described in Section 3. The second loop is then treated in the same way, with the di�erence that
we have already computed its data dependence graph. This means that, for analysis purposes, we
now extract the top level recurrence and attempt to parallelize it. Essentially this method amounts
to a recursive application of the techniques described in the previous sections. This recursion stops
after all recurrences have been been extracted from the original WHILE loop. The remaining loop
may take several forms:

� A fully parallel loop

� A sequential loop whose dependence structure is not of the form of any recurrence detectable
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by the compiler

� A loop whose access pattern cannot be analyzed statically

Once this loop distribution is completed, we attempt to fuse the loops according to the following
criteria:

� Maximize granularity

� Maximize the code to be executed in parallel

� Balance the overhead of parallelization with that of executing pseudo-parallel code (see Sec-
tion 3.3)

The method proceeds bottom{up (based on the data dependence graph) and analyzes the
nature of the loops. If the �rst loop is sequential, we fuse it with all following contiguous sequential
loops. When the �rst parallelizable loop is found, we generate a distinct, new loop to which all
next contiguous parallel loops are fused. If a new sequential loop is encountered, it is fused to the
existing block. The decision of whether to generate parallel code for the newly obtained block (using
one of the methods of Section 3.3) depends on its potential parallel performance. In particular, if
the overhead of parallelization is not o�set by the parallel execution, then sequential code should
be generated and fused to the immediately preceding sequential block, if any. In the end we obtain
several sequential and parallel loops. In many cases we can exploit the availability of dependence
graph by scheduling the sequential loops in a DOACROSS fashion.

We remark that fusing associative recurrences evaluated by parallel pre�x computations must
be done carefully if there is data ow between the recurrences. Similarly, loops parallelized with the
PD test should be fused with care { if at all { to loops that they dominate in the data dependence
graph since the cost of a failed test will be increased for the resulted loop.

7 Predicting Performance

Although it is not strictly necessary for the compiler to perform any cost/performance analysis, the
overall usefulness of techniques for parallelizing WHILE loops will be enhanced if their overhead
can be avoided when they are unlikely to yield speedups. The main factors that the compiler
should consider when deciding whether to parallelize a WHILE loop are: the probability that the
iterations of the loop are independent, the speedups that could be obtained using the techniques,
and any potential slowdown that might result. In order to perform this analysis and to predict
the parallelism of the loop, the compiler should use both static analysis and run-time statistics
(collected on previous executions of the loop); in addition, directives about the parallelism of the
loop might prove useful.

In this paragraph we will evaluate the ratio between the ideal speedup obtainable by hand
parallelization and the real speedup obtained using the techniques presented in this paper. The
ratio computed here is independent of the actual number of iterations in the WHILE loop. If an
absolute execution time needs to be predicted then an estimation of the loop counts has to be made.
Given a WHILE loop L, the ideal speedup, Spid, of L is the ratio between its sequential execution
time, Tseq, and its ideal parallel execution time, Tipar (i.e., the time required by an optimal parallel
execution of the loop). If there is not enough parallelism available in the loop, i.e., Spid is small,
then it should not be parallelized. For convenience, we partition Tseq into Trem and Trec, where
Trec is the time to compute the entire dispatching recurrence, and Trem is the time spent in the
remainder of the loop. In general, Tipar = Trem=p+ Trec, where p is number of processors, i.e., the
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recurrence is evaluated sequentially and all other work is done in parallel. However, if the dispatcher
is an induction or an associative recurrence, then the dispatching recurrence can be evaluated in
parallel as well, i.e., Tipar = (Trem + Trec)=p, with an additional term of log p in the case of the
associative recurrence. An example in which there is not enough parallelism available in the loop
to justify its parallelization is when the dispatcher is a more complex recurrence and Trem < Trec,
i.e., the loop essentially consists of evaluating the dispatcher, which must be done sequentially.

When our run-time techniques are applied, the attainable speedup, Spat, will be reduced by
the overhead of the methods. This overhead can be divided into Tb, Td, and Ta, representing the
overhead incurred before, during or after the parallel execution of the loop, respectively.

Spid =
Trem + Trec

Tipar
Spat =

Trem + Trec
Tipar + Tb + Td + Ta

The overhead incurred before the parallel execution, Tb, represents the cost of any checkpointing
needed to maintain the original values so that iterations can be undone, or, if the PD test is
applied, and fails, so that the loop can be re-executed sequentially. The overhead during the
parallel execution, Td,includes the cost of time-stamping so that invalid iterations can be undone,
and the accesses to the shadow variables if the PD test is applied. The overhead after the parallel
execution, Ta, includes the time needed to undo any iterations found to be invalid, and the post-
execution analysis of the PD test, if it is applied.

Assuming that the PD test is not applied, let a denote the number of accesses made during
the parallel execution of the loop, excluding those inserted by our techniques. Since all operations
contributing to the overhead incurred before and after the parallel execution can be executed in
parallel, in the worst case we have Tb � Ta = O(a

p
). The number of operations of the overhead

incurred during the parallel execution is also proportional to a, but the extent to which these
operations can be parallelized is dependent upon Spid, the maximum parallelism available in the
original loop, i.e., Td = O( a

Spid
). However, the worst case for the obtained speedup is when Spid � p,

so that Spat = O(1
4
Spid). If the PD test is applied, then in the worst case Spat = O(1

5
Spid) because

the post execution analysis might add another term of a
p
to Ta. Note that 20-25% of the ideal

speedup could be an excellent performance | especially when compared to the alternative of
sequential execution.

We remark that in many cases the expected speedup of our techniques will be larger than the
worst case estimates given above. For example, if it is known that variables are not live after the
loop, then often the overhead of time-stamping and restoring can be avoided. A case when all of
the overhead can be avoided is when it is known that no overshooting will occur in the parallel
execution (e.g., a linked list traversal with a RI termination condition). In this case, we would have
Spid = Spat = Twork=p + Trec. Another case in which our speedup estimates might prove overly
conservative is when the iterations are initiated in order. In this case, on the average we would
expect to undo p=2 iterations { not all of them as in our worst case estimate of Ta.

If the PD test is used on the loop, and it fails, then a slowdown will be incurred, i.e., the total
execution time includes both the failed parallelization attempt and the sequential re-execution of
the loop. Since, when using the PD test, in the worst case the failed attempt could require time
O(5

p
Tseq), the total execution time could be O(Tseq +

5

p
Tseq). Therefore, the slowdown incurred is

proportional to Tseq=p.
From our analysis above, it is clear that as long as there is enough parallelism available in the

loop, a speedup can be obtained by parallelizing it. This is true even if the dependence relations in
the loop are not known, and the PD test must be applied | the speedup that would be obtained is
signi�cant and the potential slowdown is small. However, if it is known a priori with a high degree
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of con�dence that the loop is not parallel, then parallelization should probably not be attempted.
There are essentially two cases in which the maximum available parallelism in the loop may not
be su�cient to justify parallelization. The �rst case is is when the dispatcher is not an induction
and Twork < Trec, i.e., the loop essentially consists of evaluating the dispatcher, which must be
done sequentially. The second case in which speedups might not be obtained is if there are not
enough iterations in the loop. For a DO loop, it can be determined at compile-time whether there
are enough iterations to justify parallelization. Unfortunately, this is not true for WHILE loops.
However, in this case the compiler could predict the number of iterations using branch statistics,
where the branch is on the termination condition of the WHILE loop. Although the application is
di�erent, this in not a new idea since branch speculation has been used e�ectively in superscalar
compilers [17, 21, 22]. Since branch statistics have already been collected for many benchmarks,
these collection mechanisms are available.

8 Strategies for Applying the Techniques

In the previous section we discussed the speedups and potential slowdowns that can be expected
when using our techniques for parallelizing WHILE loops. In this section, we discuss some strategies
that might be used to help bias the results in our favor, i.e., to help to insure or improve speedups
and reduce the possibility of slowdowns.

Thus far we have not addressed the fact that our techniques might cause an increase in the
working set size which could lead to performance degradation. Motivated by this fact, most of the
methods discussed in this section are targeted at managing the size of the working set.

8.1 Statistics Enhanced Strip-Mining

The additional memory required by our techniques is for the checkpointing prior to the parallel
execution, and the time-stamps made during the parallel execution for the write accesses so that
work done by iterations later found to be invalid can be undone.

Perhaps the simplest way to reduce the memory requirements is the strip-mine the loop, as
discussed in Section 4. In this case, time-stamps would only need to be maintained for values
written during the current strip. Therefore, only O(sa) memory would be needed for these values,
where s is the size of the strip and a is the number of writes per iteration. However, strip-mining
introduces global synchronization points and might potentially reduce signi�cantly the amount of
obtainable parallelism.

Suppose that, as discussed in Section 7, the compiler has supplied an estimate ni of the number
of iterations in the loop. If this is a good estimate, then the time-stamps for values written in
iterations smaller than ni are not likely to be needed since these iterations will likely be invalid.
Therefore, in this case, a good strategy might be to only time-stamp the values written in iterations
larger than n0

i, for some value n0

i close to, but less than, ni, e.g., n
0

i = :9ni. The value n0

i could
be chosen based on the degree of con�dence placed on the compiler's estimate of ni, e.g., if the
con�dence in ni is about x%, then n0

i is selected to be about x% of ni.

8.2 Resource Controlled Self-Scheduling

A way in which the memory requirements could be reduced without introducing rigid synchro-
nization points is to maintain a sliding window of some predetermined size w: at any given time,
the di�erence between the minimum iteration l that has not been completely executed and the
maximum iteration h that has been, or is currently being, executed is at most w, i.e., iterations
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1 through l � 1 have been completely executed, and h � l � w. Similar to the strip mining solu-
tion, this method would bound the memory needed to maintain the time-stamps by the product of
window size w and the number of write accesses performed in an iteration.

Now, suppose that the window size is dynamically determined at the application level based
on the current memory usage: the window size is increased if more memory can be used without
degrading performance, and is decreased if less memory should be used to improve performance.
The window size can be dynamically adjusted by the program itself, since the program could easily
monitor how much memory is used by its data structures. The working set size of the application can
be user pre-set, or dynamically adjusted according to system usage information available through
system calls. Note that we are suggesting that the application monitor its own memory usage and
dynamically adjust its actions accordingly, which is is di�erent from operating system monitors
that watch such things as network tra�c, i/o requests, or paging activity.

8.3 The One Processor/(p� 1) Processor Solution

As a �nal remark, we note a method that can be used to minimize the risks of parallelizing a
WHILE loop: one processor executes the loop sequentially, and the rest of the processors execute
the loop in parallel. Of course, the sequential and the parallel executions would need separate
copies of the output data for the loop. As long as the cost of creating these copies is not too great,
this technique should maximize the potential gains attainable from parallel execution, while, at the
same time, minimizing the costs.

9 Experimental Results

In this section we present experimental results obtained on a modestly parallel machine with 8
processors (Alliant FX/80 [1]) using a Fortran implementation of our methods. It should be pointed
out that our results scale with the number of processors and the data size and that they should be
extrapolated for MPPs, the actual target of our methods.

We considered �ve WHILE loops that could not be parallelized by any compiler available to
us; two loops are from the PERFECT Benchmarks [3], two loops are from MA28, a sparse UN-
symmetric linear solver [6], and one loop is extracted from MCSPARSE, a parallel version of a
non-symmetric sparse linear systems solver [7, 8]. Our results are summarized in Table 2. For each
method applied to a loop, we give the speedup that was obtained, and, mention whether backups
and time-stamping were necessary. Whenever necessary, we performed a simple preventive backup
of the variables potentially written in the loop. In some cases, the cost of saving/restoring might
be signi�cantly reduced by using another strategy. In addition to the summary of results given in
Table 2, we show in Figures 6 through 14 the speedup measured for each loop as a function of the
number of processors used.

Overall, our results show that signi�cant speedups can be obtained by parallelizing WHILE
loops using our methods. We now make a few remarks about individual loops for which Table 2
does not give complete information.

Loop 40 in subroutine LOAD from SPICE loads the device models for capacitors. Since we
were interested in measuring the performance of our linked list traversal techniques we have not
included any run-time overhead that would be associated with proving that this loop is indeed
fully parallel for the input �le provided by the PERFECT suite. (For the camera ready version we

2All benchmarks are from the PERFECT Benchmark Suite, with the exception of MCSPARSE.
3The �nal paper will include experimental results for all loops on both machines.
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Benchmark2 Experimental Results
Subroutine Description of Loop
Loop Technique Input Speedup

SPICE General-1 N/A 2.9 traverses linked list terminated by a NULL pointer
LOAD (locks) loop counter: recurrence
Loop 40 General-3 N/A 4.9 termination condition: RI

(no locks) no backups or time-stamps
TRACK accesses array indexed by run-time computed
FPTRAK subscript array
Loop 300 Induction-1 N/A 5.8 loop counter: induction

termination condition: RV
backups and time-stamps

MCSPARSE gematt11 7.0 processes an array
DFACT Induction-1 gematt12 6.8 loop counter: induction
Loop 500 orsreg1 4.8 termination condition: RV

saylr4 5.7 no backups and no time-stamps
MA28 Induction-1 gematt11 3.5 processes an array
MA30AD and gematt12 3.4 loop counter: induction
Loop 270 General-3 orsreg1 5.3 termination condition: RV

(no locks) backups and time-stamps
MA28 Induction-1 gematt11 4.8 processes an array
MA30AD and gematt12 4.5 loop counter: induction
Loop 320 General-3 orsreg1 2.8 termination condition: RV

(no locks) backups and time-stamps

Table 2: Summary of Experimental Results.

will combine both WHILE loop techniques and run-time dependence checking methods for most
loops in the LOAD subroutine.) Even though the body in Loop 40 does little work, we obtained a
very good speedup (Figure 6). Note that although each processor traversed the entire linked list,
the General-3 method signi�cantly outperformed the General-1 method, in which the processors
cooperatively traversed the list (by placing the next() operation in a critical section). Since the
structure of Loop 40 is identical to those for the evaluation of transistor models (subroutines BJT
and MOSSFET), the same parallelization techniques can also be used on these loops. We remark
that approximately 40% of the sequential execution time of SPICE is spent in subroutine LOAD,
which calls subroutines BJT and MOSSFET.

Loop 300 in subroutine FPTRAK from TRACK is a DO loop with a conditional exit which is
taken if an error condition is detected. The speedup obtained is shown in Figure 7. For this loop
we also show the ideal speedup, which was obtained from a hand parallelized version of the loop.

Loops 270 and 320 in subroutine MA30AD from MA28 cooperatively search for a pivot. Since
MA28 is a sequential program, any parallelization must guarantee sequential consistency. In order
to accomplish this we time-stamped the pivots found during the parallel execution. Then, after loop
termination, we found the pivot with minimum cost by performing a time-stamp ordered reduction
operation (minimum) on the (privatized) pivots selected by each processor. For each input set, the
speedups for both Loop 270 and 320 are shown on the same graph (see Figures 12 through 14). We
remark that the speedups shown for the loops from MA28 are not as big as for the other programs.
This is largely due to the fact that there was less available parallelism in these loops.
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WHILE{DOANY

MCSPARSE is, as mentioned before, a sparse solver that has been manually programmed as a
parallel code. Loop 500 in subroutine DFACT from MCSPARSE searches for a pivot in a non-
deterministic manner. In other words the program is designed to be insensitive to the order in
which the columns and rows of the matrix are searched for the pivot. Originally, only the row
search was paralellized by applying a technique equivalent to a DOANY construct [28], leaving the
traversal of columns in a sequential WHILE loop. We fused the two loops, e�ectively implementing
a new WHILE DOANY parallel construct. Through this technique we were able to parallelize the
pivot search across the whole matrix. Since the order of the searching iterations is not important,
we did not need to perform backups or maintain time-stamps for back-tracking, even though the
termination condition is RV and we do overshoot. We report speedups for four di�erent input data
sets from large sized Harwell-Boeing matrices (see Figures 8 through 11). Note that the available
parallelism, and therefore our obtained speedup, is strongly dependent on the data input.

10 Related Work

We can �nd in the literature several e�orts in improving the performance of the WHILE loop
execution. In [22] the authors have proposed some methods for achieving vector-like performance on
multiple issue pipelined machines. They do not try to address the problem for large multiprocessors.

Some techniques for solving certain types of recurrences in parallel were proposed by Harrison in
[25] for Lisp-like languages. His main goal was to parallelize list operations (e.g., traversing a linked
lists). Generally, his methods assume that the terminator is RI and it is known that there are no
cross-iteration dependences in the loop. In the context of his proposed framework ([26]), lists consist
of linked chunks of contiguously allocated memory locations, and each chunk has a header that
stores the number of memory locations in that chunk. In this way the evaluation of the dispatcher
(i.e., the traversal of the list) can be optimized by using a sequential pre�x computation (on the
chunks) to assign portions of the recurrence (chunks) to processors for parallel evaluation. We note
that this optimization requires the dynamic memory allocation scheme proposed by the author
(in which list elements are allocated contiguously). Therefore, for languages such as FORTRAN
which rely mainly on static memory allocation (i.e., each list element is contained in a separate
chunk), this method could not be used to parallelize the evaluation of the dispatcher, i.e., it would
degenerate to the naive loop distribution method mentioned for general recurrences in Section 3.3.
In fact, the author mentions that if the chunk sizes become too small, then the result might be
an \ine�cient restructured version of the loop that contains too little parallelism to recover the
expense [invested]" [26]. We note that when the entire list resides in a single chunk (i.e., an array),
then this method is equivalent to the method we describe in Section 3.2 for associative recurrences,
i.e., loop distribution together with a parallel pre�x computation to evaluate the dispatcher in
parallel.

The only previous work of which we are aware (except some early work by [27]) for parallelizing
WHILE loops in languages such as FORTRAN for multiprocessors is due to Wu and Lewis [29].
One method they propose is to pipeline the loop by executing it in DOACROSS fashion, and to
enforce any cross-iteration data dependences with explicit synchronization operations. When the
terminator is RI and it is known that there are no cross-iteration data dependences in the loop,
they suggest using the naive form of loop distribution mentioned in Section 3.3 (also implicit in
[26]), i.e., �rst a sequential WHILE loop evaluates the dispatcher and stores its values in an array,
and then the loop iterations are performed in parallel using this array.
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For the case of RV termination conditions no methods have been proposed in the past. Also,
the problem of testing for cross-iteration data dependences has not been addressed before.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that lack of knowledge about the iteration space of a loop does
not preclude parallelization. We have demonstrated this by giving techniques for concurrently
executing WHILE loops and DO loops with conditional exits. Our methods can even be used
to obtain signi�cant speedups for loops that involve linked list traversals without using global
synchronization or explicitly sequential code | something that has not been done before. This
is an important problem since linked list traversals arise frequently in loops with irregular access
patterns, such as sparse matrix computations. In many cases, these methods have no associated
overhead or side e�ects. Our techniques can be applied even when the dependence relations between
the iterations of the loop cannot be analyzed at compile-time. In this case, an e�cient run-time
test for cross-iteration dependences is inserted into the parallel version of the loop, and the outcome
of the test determines whether the parallel execution was valid, or if the loop must be re-executed
sequentially.

We feel our framework for WHILE loop parallelization represents a step toward providing
WHILE loop counterparts for the existing constructs for parallel execution of DO loops: WHILE{
DOALL, WHILE{DOACROSS, and WHILE{DOANY. Based on our experience, these new con-
structs would be useful extensions to present parallel languages.

Our experimental results show that our techniques yield signi�cant speedups for real loops |
even on a modestly parallel machine like the Alliant FX/80. However, we believe that the true
signi�cance of these methods will be the increase in real speedup obtainable on massively parallel
processors (MPPs). The performance gain (speedup) from our techniques ranges from a minimum
of 20� 25% of the ideal speedup to nearly 100% of the ideal speedup. If the target architecture is
an MPP with hundreds or, in the future thousands, of processors, then even the minimum expected
speedup could easily reach into the hundreds. We have also shown that the potential payo�s remain
large when the cross-iteration dependences are analyzed at run-time. Therefore, our conclusion is
that as long as there is enough parallelism available in the WHILE loop, our techniques should be
applied.

To bias the results even more in our favor, we would like to avoid parallelizing loops that do
not have enough available parallelism. For this reason it would be useful to estimate the number
of iterations in the loop using information such as branch statistics { data which can easily be
obtained for any program. Also, in order to decrease the probability of attempting to parallelize
a loop that is in fact sequential, our methods should make use of run-time collected information
about the parallel/not parallel nature of the loop. In all cases, specialized hardware features could
greatly reduce the overhead introduced by the methods.
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